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learn how to configure and administer windows server 2019 securely using the appropriate management tool
learn to deploy windows server and perform post installation configuration configuration manager
provides several methods that you can use to deploy an operating system there are several actions that
you must take regardless of the deployment method that you use identify windows device drivers that are
required to start the boot image or install the operating system image that you have to deploy a
deployment configuration is a set of rules and success and failure conditions used by codedeploy during
a deployment these rules and conditions are different depending on whether you deploy to an ec2 on
premises compute platform aws lambda compute platform or amazon ecs compute platform secure and scalable
deployment of applications software updates and operating systems real time actions on managed devices
cloud powered analytics and management for on premises and internet based devices create and deploy an
application with configuration manager article 10 03 2022 4 contributors feedback in this article before
you start create the application examine the properties add a requirement show 5 more applies to
configuration manager current branch software deployment steps typically include planning and assessment
defining the scope of the project and to establish a clear set of requirements for the software solution
development or configuration building or configuring the software to address the needs of its end users
configuration management is a process for maintaining computer systems servers applications network
devices and other it components in a desired state it s a way to help ensure that a system performs as
expected even after many changes are made over time config as code cac separates configuration from the
application code often application settings are stored in their own repository and managed in a
different process from the primary codebase in this article we explore what config as code means and the
benefits of version control for your configuration windows deployment services wds is a server role that
you can deploy on computers running windows server wds enables you to deploy operating systems including
windows 8 1 windows 10 windows server 2012 windows server 2012 r2 windows server 2016 and windows server
2019 to computers over the network microsoft configuration manager supports deploying applications as
part of the windows 10 deployment process in this section you create an application in microsoft
configuration manager that you later configure the task sequence to use for the purposes of this guide
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we ll use one server computer cm01 configuration management software enables the use of tested and
proven software development practices for managing and provisioning data centers in real time through
plaintext definition files some regard cm solutions as devops in a box but that s not right ci cd which
stands for continuous integration and continuous delivery deployment aims to streamline and accelerate
the software development lifecycle continuous integration ci refers to the practice of automatically and
frequently integrating code changes into a shared source code repository continuous delivery and or
deployment cd is a deployment automation uses software tools and systems to move code changes from one
software environment to another eliminating the need for manual software releases continuous deployment
encompasses the process of getting code changes from development to production this guide provides end
to end instructions to install and configure microsoft configuration manager and use it to deploy a
windows 10 image depending on the speed of your hyper v host the procedures in this guide will require 6
10 hours to complete the procedures in this guide are summarized in the following table deployments and
deploymentconfigs are enabled by the use of native kubernetes api objects replicationcontrollers and
replicasets respectively as their building blocks users do not have to manipulate replicationcontrollers
replicasets or pods owned by deploymentconfigs or deployments create or simulate a deployment of an
application to a device or user collection in configuration manager this deployment gives instructions
to the configuration manager client on how and when to install or uninstall the software configuration
management often abbreviated as cm is a process for establishing and maintaining consistency of a
product s performance and functional attributes with its requirements design and operational
considerations throughout its life in the technology world configuration management is an it management
process that tracks individual configuration items of an it system it systems are composed of it assets
that vary in granularity an it asset may represent a piece of software or a server or a cluster of
servers a deploymentconfig dc in openshift is more or less equivalent to a kubernetes deployment
nowadays main difference besides that one is using replicationcontroller and the other using replicaset
as you rightly pointed out is that there are a few things you can do with a deploymentconfig around
triggers that you can t do with a deployment customize and deploy office products and apps with this
easy to use tool choose from various options and settings for your organization



windows server deployment configuration and administration May 14 2024 learn how to configure and
administer windows server 2019 securely using the appropriate management tool learn to deploy windows
server and perform post installation configuration
introduction to operating system deployment configuration Apr 13 2024 configuration manager provides
several methods that you can use to deploy an operating system there are several actions that you must
take regardless of the deployment method that you use identify windows device drivers that are required
to start the boot image or install the operating system image that you have to deploy
working with deployment configurations in codedeploy Mar 12 2024 a deployment configuration is a set of
rules and success and failure conditions used by codedeploy during a deployment these rules and
conditions are different depending on whether you deploy to an ec2 on premises compute platform aws
lambda compute platform or amazon ecs compute platform
what is configuration manager configuration manager Feb 11 2024 secure and scalable deployment of
applications software updates and operating systems real time actions on managed devices cloud powered
analytics and management for on premises and internet based devices
create and deploy an application configuration manager Jan 10 2024 create and deploy an application with
configuration manager article 10 03 2022 4 contributors feedback in this article before you start create
the application examine the properties add a requirement show 5 more applies to configuration manager
current branch
the software deployment process steps importance and best Dec 09 2023 software deployment steps
typically include planning and assessment defining the scope of the project and to establish a clear set
of requirements for the software solution development or configuration building or configuring the
software to address the needs of its end users
what is configuration management red hat Nov 08 2023 configuration management is a process for
maintaining computer systems servers applications network devices and other it components in a desired
state it s a way to help ensure that a system performs as expected even after many changes are made over
time
config as code what is it and how is it octopus deploy Oct 07 2023 config as code cac separates
configuration from the application code often application settings are stored in their own repository
and managed in a different process from the primary codebase in this article we explore what config as
code means and the benefits of version control for your configuration
deployment and configuration microsoft press store Sep 06 2023 windows deployment services wds is a



server role that you can deploy on computers running windows server wds enables you to deploy operating
systems including windows 8 1 windows 10 windows server 2012 windows server 2012 r2 windows server 2016
and windows server 2019 to computers over the network
create an app to deploy with windows 10 using configuration Aug 05 2023 microsoft configuration manager
supports deploying applications as part of the windows 10 deployment process in this section you create
an application in microsoft configuration manager that you later configure the task sequence to use for
the purposes of this guide we ll use one server computer cm01
top 10 configuration management tools you need to know about Jul 04 2023 configuration management
software enables the use of tested and proven software development practices for managing and
provisioning data centers in real time through plaintext definition files some regard cm solutions as
devops in a box but that s not right
what is ci cd red hat Jun 03 2023 ci cd which stands for continuous integration and continuous delivery
deployment aims to streamline and accelerate the software development lifecycle continuous integration
ci refers to the practice of automatically and frequently integrating code changes into a shared source
code repository continuous delivery and or deployment cd is a
deployment automation what is it how to start atlassian May 02 2023 deployment automation uses software
tools and systems to move code changes from one software environment to another eliminating the need for
manual software releases continuous deployment encompasses the process of getting code changes from
development to production
steps to deploy windows 10 with configuration manager Apr 01 2023 this guide provides end to end
instructions to install and configure microsoft configuration manager and use it to deploy a windows 10
image depending on the speed of your hyper v host the procedures in this guide will require 6 10 hours
to complete the procedures in this guide are summarized in the following table
understanding deployments and deploymentconfigs Feb 28 2023 deployments and deploymentconfigs are
enabled by the use of native kubernetes api objects replicationcontrollers and replicasets respectively
as their building blocks users do not have to manipulate replicationcontrollers replicasets or pods
owned by deploymentconfigs or deployments
deploy applications configuration manager microsoft learn Jan 30 2023 create or simulate a deployment of
an application to a device or user collection in configuration manager this deployment gives
instructions to the configuration manager client on how and when to install or uninstall the software
configuration management what devops teams need to know Dec 29 2022 configuration management often



abbreviated as cm is a process for establishing and maintaining consistency of a product s performance
and functional attributes with its requirements design and operational considerations throughout its
life
configuration management definition and benefits atlassian Nov 27 2022 in the technology world
configuration management is an it management process that tracks individual configuration items of an it
system it systems are composed of it assets that vary in granularity an it asset may represent a piece
of software or a server or a cluster of servers
what is the different between openshift deploymentconfig and Oct 27 2022 a deploymentconfig dc in
openshift is more or less equivalent to a kubernetes deployment nowadays main difference besides that
one is using replicationcontroller and the other using replicaset as you rightly pointed out is that
there are a few things you can do with a deploymentconfig around triggers that you can t do with a
deployment
office customization tool microsoft 365 apps admin center Sep 25 2022 customize and deploy office
products and apps with this easy to use tool choose from various options and settings for your
organization
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